COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO WATERCOLOR ARTISTS

Showcase your artwork to our collectors

SPECIAL SUMMER EARLY BIRD RATES:
FULL PAGE: $1900
HALF PAGE: $925
QUARTER PAGE: $550

SECURE THESE SPECIAL SECTION RATES NOW:
FULL PAGE: $2,095 (Reg. $4,300)
HALF PAGE: $1,050 (Reg. $2,400)
QUARTER PAGE: $600 (Reg. $1,200)

SPACE RESERVATION DEADLINE:
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 2024

WATERCOLOR SPOTLIGHT
To paint with a medium that draws its magic from the unpredictable nature of water, an artist must be bold, confident, and adaptable. The reward is paintings that express a freshness and luminosity unique to watercolor. On the pages that follow, we showcase a host of watercolor artists whose work exemplifies the range, craftsmanship, and versatility possible with this alluring medium. Enjoy!

For more information, email your Marketing Specialist, or marketinginfo@streamlinepublishing.com

Growing the plein air community
JUNE/JULY 2024

WE LOVE OUR AUDIENCE.
WE KNOW OUR AUDIENCE.
They are educated, affluent, and support the Arts.

Over 80,000 readers per issue.
Reserve an ad today!